Life in 2000

McDonald's on the moon, $6 million houses

By Jay Galli

Our kids are planning for the future by thinking about the toilet for which they want to save money. While our minds are consumed with 만들기 (makeup) for his and a little later for her, we should remember that they're consuming a future of his and a little later for her too.
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If you want to know more, please read the full article in the Arizona Republic. If you'd like to support the publication, please consider subscribing or donating. Your support is crucial for us to continue providing high-quality, informative content. Thank you for reading!
A fifth-grade look at the '80s

United Postal Service
WEST WARMICK, R. — The future won't be looking for lack of ideas.

David Desserven, a fifth-grade student at Mill Valley Elementary School, decided one afternoon to inventory what he knew. He soon realized that he knew a lot.

If they're right, things are going to get more mechanized and impersonalized.

They predict the 1980s will bring

• Stress with more
• Gold-plating that will allow you to put the name of a song and hear it instantly.
• Stress that arises at the path of a thought, making thinking an easy task.
• Christmas tree that put their tag on themselves.
• Everyone will have a refrigerator telephone to the rest of a transponder in the home.
• Shoes plugged together.

• Footballs with built-in panty hose to go to the ball and kick it away.
• Choppers, adding, conserving bald.
• Surgery that protects you when you are depressed.
• Mail sent at the speed of light through vacuum tubes.
• Schools that look like a school of sharks.
• Reading-making machines will read to you.
• Shoes with built-in place regulators to allow stairs will become.
• Hand-powered elevators that travel at five miles an hour, will be capable of traveling at 150 miles an hour and be replaced by video images of the children riding in them.
• Students also have a better self-serving tendency about the health.
• Predicted schools will become slow.

The 2000
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• California interest in finding their way around.
• After discovering a cure for the common cold, doctors will address the problem of the unconscious.
• Militaristic laws will require corporations to hire after hours that ANP group provides being.
• Future
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Walter Caps, director of the Monterey Health Center for the Study of Mental Health and Education of the University of California-Berkeley, said religion will change in a more isolated manner.

"We’re seeing in at least five main segments in Western religions," Caps said. "For people who need only one thing, modern religion will be a more comfortable, more custom-made and more attuned with the earth.

"Society is suffering from too much fragmentation and complexity, so people will be trying to reestablish standards and putting the pieces back together. The gospel will be preserved more simply."

Dr. Joseph W. Miller, chairman of the All American communications department said Americans will become more dependent on cable networks for their news.

"Don’t think cable television will ever replace the daily newspaper," he said.

But publications will become more specialized as a newspaper like The Republic may be 24 pages 20 years from now.

Cable television will give people the ability to work and ask for individual interests on Amercana channels. These items will be purchased through mail order, and advertisers will be able to send a box for the family of the buyer or as entertainment.

Future
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Carol Clark with pants she wore before beginning Pat Walker's Program.

Find a lovelier you if you’re as concerned about distribution as you are about your weight, you can derive beautiful benefits from the proven program at Pat Walker's. In a quiet, friendly atmosphere, you can achieve the moment figure correction without rigid dieting or strenuous exercises.

Only Pat Walker’s offers you the advantages of your passive exercise on the Symmetrical, the unit that gently provides all the exercise you need to lose inches and pounds in all the right places. You also will enjoy these features:

• a personalized program to meet your needs
• complete individual privacy
• trained professional counselors
• sensible eating plan
• luxurious salons

Over 27 Years of Success in Weight Reduction
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